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Abstract: The problem of propagation of photons and massive vector mesons in the
presence of Lorenz and CPT invariance violating medium is studied when the parity-odd
medium is bounded by a hyperplane separating it from the vacuum. The solutions in both
half-spaces are carefully discussed and in the case of space-like boundary stitched on the
boundary with help of the Bogolubov transformations provided by the space-like Chern-
Simons vector. The presence of two different Fock vacua is shown and the probability
amplitude for transmission of particles from vacuum to parity breaking medium is calcu-
lated. We have also found classical solutions and showed that the results are consistent
with ones obtained by canonical quantization formalism. In the cases, both of entrance
to and of escaping from parity-odd medium, the probabilities for reflecting and passing
through were found for each polarization using the classical solutions. Finally, the prop-
agator for each polarization is obtained in the momentum space. Boundary effects under
consideration are of certain importance for registration of local parity violation in the finite
volume of heavy ion fireball and/or of a star with cold axion condensate.
Keywords: Local parity and Lorentz symmetry breaking, photon decay, Space-Time
Symmetries.
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1. Introduction: possible physics of time- or space-dependent pseudoscalar
condensate
The limits of validity of fundamental laws in macroscopic space-time Physics have been
attracting more interest following remarkable experimental improvements, both in labora-
tory research and in astrophysics [1]–[10]. Specifically in Quantum Electrodynamics the
interest to possible Lorentz and CPT Invariance Violation (LIV for short) was raised up
after the seminal paper [11] where the very possibility to have a constant vector background
generating Lorentz and CPT parity breaking in the large scale universe was conjectured
and falsified. The latter was employed to modify QED supplementing it with the Chern-
Simons (CS) parity-odd lagrangian spanned on a constant CS vector. Different theoretical
ways for derivation of the Carroll-Field-Jackiw Electrodynamics from the fermion matter
interaction to a constant axial vector background (condensate of axial vector field, axion
condensate or a gravity torsion) were considered and discussed in [12]–[24]. Later the var-
ious aspects of its signatures were discussed [25]– [34] although this sort of LIV has not
been yet detected [35]–[37]. On the other hand, spontaneous Lorentz symmetry breaking
may occur after condensation of massless axion-like fields [25],[35]–[43] at large space scales
comparable with star and galaxies sizes.
Thus the failure in detecting a tiny violation of Lorentz invariance and parity in the
large scale universe does not exclude such effects at the level of galaxies and stars. For
– 1 –
instance, cold relic axions resulting from vacuum misalignment[44, 45] in the early universe
is a viable candidate to dark matter. If we assume that cold axions are the only contributors
to the matter density of the universe apart from ordinary baryonic matter its density must
be [46, 47, 48] ρ ≃ 10−30gcm−3 ≃ 10−46GeV4. Of course dark matter is not uniformly
distributed, its distribution presumably follows that of visible matter. One may think
also of an axion background accumulated by very dense stars like neutron ones or even
of bosonic axion stars [49]. Slowly varying axion background or condensed axions can be
in principle discovered as such a background induces the high-energy photon decays into
dilepton pairs [50] and, in turn, photon emission by charged particles [51, 52, 53, 54].
Another interesting area for observation of parity breaking is the heavy ion physics.
Recently several experiments in heavy ion collisions have indicated an abnormal yield of
lepton pairs of invariant mass < 1 GeV in the region of small rapidities and moderate
transversal momenta [55, 56, 57, 58, 59] (see, the reviews [60, 61]). This phenomenon is
stronger for central collisions with moderate transversal momenta of dileptons. It happens
both for e+e− and dimuon pairs and a possible explanation of this enhancement is outlined
in [62]. It was conjectured that the effect may be a manifestation of local parity breaking
(LPB) in colliding nuclei due to generation of pseudoscalar, isosinglet or neutral isotriplet,
classical background whose magnitude depends on the dynamics of the collision. Theo-
retical reasons to generate an isotriplet pseudoscalar condensate at large baryon densities
have been given in [63, 64]. In addition to, in [65, 66, 67, 68] it has been suggested that
for peripheral interactions a complementary phenomenon of the so-called Chiral Magnetic
Effect should occur. It is triggered by an isosinglet pseudoscalar background as the re-
sult of large-scale fluctuation of topological charge and has been studied by lattice QCD
simulations [69] and nearly detected in the STAR experiments on RHIC [70, 71].
In the occurrences of axion-like background in astrophysics or heavy ion physics the
existence of a boundary between the parity-odd medium and the vacuum is quite essential.
For star condensed axions there is evidently a boundary where axion background disappears
and photons distorted by it escape to vacuum. In the presence of such a space boundary not
all the photons penetrate it and partially a reflection arises which will be described in details
in Sec.4.3. As well in heavy ion collisions the outcome of the photon/vector meson decays,
say, into lepton pairs generated by slowly decreasing pseudoscalar background inside of the
fireball can be normally registered in vacuum or after freeze-out when dilepton pairs are
outside of the parity breaking medium.
Thus the examination of how an axion/pion background in a bounded volume can
influence on photon and massive vector mesons propagating through a boundary to vacuum
represents a real interest for detecting parity odd properties of a medium. In this work
we analyze a simplified model with two semi-infinite spaces, one of which is filled by a
pseudoscalar matter and another one to be a normal vacuum. Such a model may shed
light on the processes of photon and vector meson emission in the crust of axion reach
neutron stars or on the boundary of fireballs when wave lengths of vector states are much
less than the size of a distorted vacuum with parity breaking background. It is defined in
the next section and its spectrum depending on polarizations and canonical quantization
is examined in details. In Sec.3 we show that for a purely space-arrowed CS vector such
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an electrodynamics can be consistently quantized having the two different vacuum states
related by Bogolyubov transformation. In Sec.4 the matching of vector boson fields between
parity-odd CS medium and vacuum is elaborated in details for a space-like boundary. The
transmission and reflection of massive vector mesons when propagating outside of parity-
odd medium to vacuum and in the opposite direction are calculated. In Subsec. 4.5
the Green function for this propagation is reconstructed. Conclusions and perspectives for
observation of parity odd media are summarized in the last section where also the geometry
of distorted photon decays is discussed for how to serve as a possible signature for detecting
parity breaking media by the anisotropy in emission of dilepton pairs.
2. Vector Fields in a Pseudoscalar Background
We start from the Lagrange density which describes the propagation of a vector field in
the presence of a pseudoscalar axion-like background,
L = − 14 Fαβ(x)Fαβ(x)− 14 g Fµν(x)F˜µν(x) acℓ(x)/M
+ 12 m
2Aν(x)A
ν(x) +Aµ(x) ∂µB(x) +
1
2 κB
2(x), (2.1)
where Aµ and acℓ stand for the vector and background pseudoscalar fields respectively,
F˜µν = 12 ε
µνρσ F ρσ is the dual field strength, while B is the auxiliary Stu¨ckelberg scalar
field with κ ∈ R. The positive dimensionless coupling g > 0 and the (large) mass parameter
M ≫ m do specify the intensity and the scale of the pseudoscalar-vector interaction.
Notice that we have included the Proca mass term for the vector field because, as it is
discussed in [62], the latter is required to account for the strong interaction effects in
heavy ion collisions supported by massive vector mesons (ρ, ω, . . .) in addition to photons.
Moreover, as thoroughly debated in [72], the mass term for the vector field appears to
be generally necessary to render the dynamics self-consistent in the presence of a Chern-
Simons lagrangian and is generally induced by radiative corrections from the fermionic
matter lagrangian1. The auxiliary Stu¨ckelberg lagrangian, which further violates gauge
invariance beyond the mass term for the vector field, has been introduced to provide – just
owing to the renowned Stu¨ckelberg trick – the simultaneous occurrences of power counting
renormalizability and perturbative unitarity for a general interacting theory. Moreover, its
presence allows for a smooth massless limit of the quantized vector field.
2.1 The Chern-Simons Limit for the Pseudoscalar Background
We shall consider a slowly varying classical pseudoscalar background of the kind
acℓ(x) =
M
g
ζλx
λ θ(− ζ · x) (2.2)
where θ(·) is the Heaviside step distribution, in which a fixed constant four vector ζµ with
dimension of a mass has been introduced, in a way to violate Lorentz and CPT invariance
in the Minkowski half space ζ · x < 0 . In what follows we shall suppose that ζ2 6= 0 . If we
1We also leave the room for the photon mass generation in a plasma like medium.
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now insert the specific form (2.2) of the pseudoscalar background in the pseudoscalar-vector
coupling lagrangian we can write
− 14 Fµν(x)F˜µν(x) ζλxλ θ(− ζ · x) = 12 ζµAν(x)F˜µν(x) θ(− ζ · x)
− ∂µ
[
1
2 Aν(x)F˜
µν(x) ζλx
λ θ(− ζ · x)
]
(2.3)
The very last term in the RHS of the above equality is evidently a boundary term, its
contribution to the Action being reduced for the Gauß theorem to∫
Ω
d4x ∂µ
[
1
2 Aν(x)F˜
µν(x) ζλx
λ θ(− ζ · x)
]
= 12
∫
∂Ω
dσµ Aν(x)F˜
µν(x) ζλx
λ θ(− ζ · x)
where Ω is an arbitrary domain of the Minkowski space-time that is bounded by the initial
and final three dimensional space-like oriented surfaces ∂Ω = Σı∪Σf . Hence the boundary
term won’t contribute to the Euler-Lagrange field equations iff
Aν(x)F˜
µν(x) ζλx
λ θ(− ζ · x)
∣∣∣
Σı
= Aν(x)F˜
µν(x) ζλx
λ θ(− ζ · x)
∣∣∣
Σf
≡ 0
which entails a particular fall down of the vector potential and field strength for large
space-like separations in the half space-time ζ ·x < 0 . In such a circumstance we can derive
the field equations from the equivalent Lagrange density
L = − 14 Fαβ(x)Fαβ(x) + 12 ζµAν(x)F˜µν(x) θ(− ζ · x)
+ 12 m
2Aν(x)A
ν(x) +Aµ(x) ∂µB(x) +
1
2 κB
2(x) (2.4)
in which the gauge invariance is badly broken by all the terms but the one, i.e. the
Maxwell’s radiation lagrangian. Then the field equations read
∂λF
λν + m2Aν + ζαF˜
αν + ∂ νB = 0 for ζ · x < 0
∂λF
λν + m2Aν + ∂ νB = 0 for ζ · x > 0
∂νA
ν = κB
(2.5)
After contraction of the first pair of the above set of field equations with ∂ν we find(
+ κm2
)
B(x) = 0 (2.6)
whence it follows that the auxiliary Stu¨ckelberg field is always a decoupled unphysical real
scalar field, which is never affected by the pseudoscalar classical background ∀κ ∈ R. From
now on we shall select the simplest choice κ = 1 that leads to the Klein-Gordon equation
for the auxiliary field, together with
Aν(x) +m2Aν(x) = ε ναρσ ζα ∂ρAσ(x) for ζ · x < 0
Aν(x) +m2Aν(x) = 0 for ζ · x > 0
∂νA
ν(x) = B(x)
(
+m2
)
B(x) = 0
(2.7)
In order to find the most general solution of the above linear equations (2.7) we extend
the equations in half-spaces to the entire plane and turn to the momentum space
Aν(x) =
∫
d4k
(2π)3/2
aν(k) e−ik·x B(x) =
∫
d4k
(2π)3/2
b(k) e−ik·x
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so, the second and third line equations (2.7) for entire space-time{
Aν(x) +m2Aν(x) = 0
∂νA
ν(x) = B(x)
(
+m2
)
B(x) = 0
(2.8)
can be written in the momentum space,
[
g λν
(
k2 −m2 )− k λk ν ]aλ(k) + i k ν b(k) = 0
k λ aλ(k) = ib(k)
(
k2 −m2) b(k) = 0 (2.9)
The general solutions of these field equations are the well known Proca-Stu¨ckelberg vector
and auxiliary ghost scalar quantum free fields, viz.,
Aµ(x) = AµPS(x)− ∂ µB(x)/m2 (2.10)
AµPS(x) =
∫
d3k
3∑
r=1
[
ak , r u
µ
k , r(x) + a
†
k , r u
µ ∗
k , r(x)
]
∂µA
µ
PS(x) = 0 (2.11)
B(x) = m
∫
d3k
[
bk uk(x) + b
†
k
u∗k(x)
]
(2.12)
uνk , r(x) = [ (2π)
3 2ωk ]
−1/2 e νr (k) exp{− i ωkx0 + ik · x} ( r = 1, 2, 3 ) (2.13)
uk(x) = [ (2π)
3 2ωk ]
−1/2 exp{− i ωkx0 + ik · x} ωk ≡
√
k2 +m2 (2.14)
where the creation destruction operators fulfill the canonical commutation relations
[ak , r , a
†
k′ , s ] = δ(k− k′) δrs [ b†k , bk′ ] = δ(k− k′) (2.15)
all the remaining commutators being equal to zero. The three linear polarization real
vectors do satisfy the orthonormality and closure relations on the mass shell k2 = m2 :
namely,
kµe
µ
r (k) = 0 − gµν eµr (k) e νs(k) = δ rs
3∑
r=1
eµr (k) e
ν
r (k) = − g µν +
kµkν
m2
(2.16)
while the vector plane wave functions fulfill
∂µu
µ
k , r(x) = 0 ∀k ∈ R3 , r = 1, 2, 3 (2.17)(
uµ
k , r , u
ν
p , s
)
=
∫
d3xuµ∗
k , r(t,x) i
←→
∂0 u
ν
p , s(t,x) = δ(k − p) eµr (k) e νs(p) = −
(
uµ∗
k , r , u
ν∗
p , s
)
(2.18)(
uµ∗k , r , u
ν
p , s
)
=
(
uµk , r , u
ν∗
p , s
)
= 0 (2.19)
For the half-space ζ · x < 0 one can perform the similar extension of Maxwell Elec-
trodynamics involving the Chern-Simons term onto entire space-time. In the momentum
space, { [
g λν
(
k2 −m2 )− k λk ν + i ελναβ ζα kβ ]aλ(k) + i k ν b(k) = 0
k λ aλ(k) = ib(k)
(
k2 −m2) b(k) = 0 (2.20)
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The general solutions of the equations for the Maxwell-Chern-Simons free quantum
field, have been extensively discussed and applied in [72, 73] for the massive case and in
[14] for the massless case. However, in the light of the present applications it’s better to
shortly overview this topic.
2.2 Canonical Quantization of the Maxwell-Chern-Simons Field
To be definite, let us first recall the construction of the so called chiral or birefringent
polarization vectors for the Maxwell-Chern-Simons (MCS) vector field. Here we aim to
develop a rather general frame which could allow to readily interplay among the massive,
massless, temporal and spatial cases, as we shall specify in the sequel. The starting point
is the rank-two symmetric matrix [72]
Sνλ ≡ εµναβ ζα kβ εµλρσ ζ ρkσ = δ νλ D+ kν kλ ζ2 + ζ ν ζλ k2 − ζ · k (ζλ kν + ζν kλ) (2.21)
where
D ≡ (ζ · k)2 − ζ2 k2 = 12 Sνν
in such a manner that we find
S νλ ζ
λ = S νλ k
λ = 0 S µν S νλ = DS
µ
λ S
ν
ν = 2 D (2.22)
while
S µλ ελναβ ζ
αkβ = D εµναβ ζ
αkβ (2.23)
Notice that for a temporal Chern-Simons vector ζµ = (ζ0, 0, 0, 0) we find D = ζ
2
0 k
2 ≥ 0 ,
while for a spatial one like e.g. ζµ = (0,−ζx, 0, 0) we get D = ζ2x(k20 − k22 − k23) ≥ 0 in the
restricted causal domain k20 ≥ k22 + k23 which lies inside 2 the causal cone k2 ≥ 0. Then, to
our purpose, it is convenient to introduce the two orthonormal, one dimensional, hermitian
projectors
pi
µν
± ≡
S µν
2 D
± i
2
εµναβ ζα kβ D
− 1
2 =
(
pi
νµ
±
)∗
=
(
pi
µν
∓
)∗
(D > 0) (2.24)
It is worthwhile to observe that the addendum involving the Levi-Civita symbol is always
imaginary for a temporal Chern-Simons vector ζµ = (ζ0, 0, 0, 0), while for the spatial one
ζµ = (0,−ζx, 0, 0) it is imaginary in the domain k20 ≥ k22 + k23 . The above pair of chiral
projectors actually encodes the occurrence of birefringence or vacuum Faraday’s effect and
enjoys the following useful properties ∀ k µ = (k0,k): namely,
pi
µν
± ζν = pi
µν
± kν = 0 gµν pi
µν
± = 1 (2.25)
pi
µλ
± pi±λν = pi
µ
± ν pi
µλ
± pi∓λν = 0 (2.26)
pi
µν
+ + pi
µν
− = S
µν/ D
pi
µν
+ − pi µν− = iεµναβ ζαkβ D−
1
2
2Actually it corresponds to the light cone section D ≡ {k20k
2} ∩ {k1 = 0}.
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A couple of chiral polarization vectors for the Maxwell-Chern-Simons free vector field can
be constructed out of some tetrad of constant quantities ǫν , taking into account that we
have
pi
µλ
± ǫµǫλ = D ǫ
2 + ζ2(ǫ · k)2 = [ (ζ · k)2 − ζ2 k2 ] ǫ2 + ζ2(ǫ · k)2 (2.27)
For example, if we choose ǫν = (0, 0, 0, 1), for the spatial Chern-Simons vector ζµ =
(0,− ζx, 0, 0) we find
pi
µλ
± ǫµǫλ =
k22 − k20
k20 − k22 − k23
= − 1 + k
2
3
k23 + k
2
2 − k20
< 0 ∀ k µ = (k0,k), k20 ≥ k22 − k23 .
Alternatively, had we opted for the symmetric choice ǫ¯ ν = (0, 1, 1, 1)/
√
3, then for the
temporal Chern-Simons vector ζµ = (ζ0, 0, 0, 0) we get
pi
µλ
± ǫ¯µǫ¯λ = −
1
2
+
(k1 + k2 + k3)
2
6k2
< 0 ∀ k µ = (k0,k)
Hence in both cases we can always build up a pair of space-like, complex, birefringent,
chiral polarization vectors
εµ±(k) =
{
pi
µλ
± ǫλ
[
(k22 − k20)/(k23 + k22 − k20)
]− 1
2 for ζµ = (0,− ζx, 0, 0)
pi
µλ
± ǫ¯λ
[
1
2 − (k1 + k2 + k3)2/6k2
]− 1
2 for ζµ = (ζ0, 0, 0, 0)
(2.28)
For D > 0 this couple of chiral polarization vectors satisfy the conjugation and orthonor-
mality relations
εµ∗± (k) = ε
µ
∓(k) − gµν εµ∗± (k) ε ν±(k) = 1 gµν εµ∗± (k) ε ν∓(k) = 0
as well as the closure relations
εµ∗+ (k) ε
ν
+(k) + ε
µ∗
− (k) ε
ν
−(k) = ε
µ
−(k) ε
ν
+(k) + ε
µ
+(k) ε
ν
−(k) = D
−1 S µν (2.29)
In order to obtain the normal modes expansion of the MCS quantum field, let’s intro-
duce the kinetic 4× 4 hermitian kinetic matrix K with elements
Kλν ≡ gλν
(
k2 −m2)+ iελναβ ζαkβ (2.30)
which satisfies
Kλν = K
∗
νλ
Now we are ready to find the general solution of the free field equations (2.20) . As a
matter of fact, from the relationships (2.25) and (2.26) we readily obtain
K µν ε
ν
±(k) =
[
δ µν
(
k2 −m2)+√D (pi µ+ ν − pi µ− ν ) ] εµ±(k)
=
(
k2 −m2 ±
√
D
)
εµ±(k) (2.31)
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which shows that the polarization vectors of positive and negative chiralities respectively
are solutions of the vector field equations for ζ · x < 0 iff
k µ± = (ωk ,± , k) ε
µ
±(k, ζ0) = ε
µ
±(k±)
(
k0± = ωk ,±
)
(2.32)
ωk ,± =

√
k2 +m2 ± ζ0|k | for ζµ = (ζ0, 0, 0, 0)√
k2 +m2 + 12ζ
2
x ± ζx
√
k21 +m
2 + 14ζ
2
x for ζµ = (0,− ζx, 0, 0)
(2.33)
It is worthwhile to enlighten on the above relationships with some comments and remarks.
Firstly, the four momentum k µ− = (ωk ,− , k), that specifies the polarization vector ε
µ
−(k−)
of negative chirality, turns out to stay within the causal cone k2− > 0 iff the spatial momen-
tum is below an ultraviolet cutoff, i.e., |k | < m2/|ζ0| in the temporal case or |k | < m2/|ζx|
for the spatial Chern-Simons vector [14, 72, 74]. Furthermore, the above birefringent dis-
persion relations fulfilled by the chiral polarizations do admit quite different massless limits
as discussed in [14]. As a matter of fact, in the spatial case ζµ = (0,− ζx, 0, 0) the massless
limit is smooth and safe since both angular frequencies ωk,± keep real and the correspond-
ing group velocities ∇k ωk,± have modulus less than one in natural units. Conversely, for
the temporal case ζµ = (ζ0, 0, 0, 0) the massless limit is troublesome because the angular
frequency ωk,− is imaginary in the infrared and both the related group velocities have
modulus which is always larger than one. Last but not least, it is crucial to realize that the
chiral polarizations of the Maxwell-Chern-Simons quanta have nothing to share with the
elliptic polarizations of the electromagnetic radiation fields since, for instance, the former
undergo vacuum birefringence, while the latter never do it.
To complete our construction of a basis we suitably introduce the further pair of
orthonormal polarization vectors, respectively the so called scalar and longitudinal polar-
ization real vectors
εµS(k) ≡
k µ√
k2
( k2 > 0 ) (2.34)
εµL(k) ≡
(
D k2
)− 1
2
(
k2 ζ µ − k µ ζ · k ) ( k2 > 0 ∨ D > 0 ) (2.35)
which fulfill by construction
kµ ε
µ
L(k) = 0 kµ ε
µ
S(k) =
√
k2 ( k2 > 0 ) (2.36)
gµν ε
µ
S(k) ε
ν
S(k) = 1 gµν ε
µ
L(k) ε
ν
L(k) = − 1 (2.37)
gµν ε
µ
S(k) ε
ν
L(k) = gµν ε
µ
S(k) ε
ν
±(k) = gµν ε
µ
L(k) ε
ν
±(k) = 0 (2.38)
Hence we have at our disposal ∀ k µ with k2 > 0∨ D > 0 a complete and orthonormal chiral
set of four polarization vectors: namely,
εµA(k) =

k µ/
√
k2 for A = S(
k2 ζ µ − k µ ζ · k ) /√D k2 for A = L
εµ±(k±) for A = ±
( k2 > 0 ∨ D > 0 ) (2.39)
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in such a manner that if we introduce the 4× 4 polarization matrix
gAB = g
AB ≡

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (A,B = S,L,+,− ) (2.40)
then we can write the full orthogonality and closure relations
gµν ε
µ∗
A (k) ε
ν
B(k) = gAB g
AB εµ∗A (k) ε
ν
B(k) = g
µν (2.41)
together with the transversality relation
kν ε
ν
A(k) =
√
k2 δAS (2.42)
It is very important to keep in mind [72, 73] that the on mass shell polarization vector
εµ−(k−) with k
2
− > 0 is well defined iff the spatial momentum k keeps below the momentum
cutoff, i.e., inside the large momentum sphere |k| < m2/ζ ≡ Λ, where ζ stands for either
|ζ0| or |ζx|.
Now, in order to fully implement the canonical quantization of the MCS massive vector
field for the especially simple choice κ = 1, it is convenient to introduce the polarized plane
waves according to
v νkA(x) =
[
(2π)3 2ωkA
]− 1
2 ε νA(k) exp{− iωkA x0 + ik · x} (2.43)
where the dispersion relation for the scalar and longitudinal frequencies is the covariant
one, viz.,
ωkS = ωkL =
√
k2 +m2 ≡ ωk
so that we can write
kν ε
ν
S(k) = m i∂νv
ν
kS(x) = uk(x) (2.44)
It follows therefrom that the general solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations (2.7) for the
quantized massive vector field when κ = 1 and ζ · x < 0 takes the form
Aν(x) = AνCS(x)− ∂ νB(x)/m2 (2.45)
AνCS(x) =
∫
d3k
∑
A=±,L
[
ck,A v
ν
kA(x) + c
†
k,A v
ν∗
kA(x)
]
(2.46)
B(x) = m
∫
d3k
[
bk uk(x) + b
†
k u
∗
k(x)
]
(2.47)
where the canonical commutation relations holds true, viz.,[
ck,A , c
†
k′,A′
]
= − gAA′ δ(k − k′) ck,S = bk (2.48)
all the other commutators being equal to zero. According to equations (2.7) and (2.20) we
obtain
B(x) = − i
∫
d3k kν
[
ckS v
ν
kS(x)− c †kS v ν∗kS(x)
]
k0=ω k
=
= m
∫
d3k
[
bk uk(x) + b
†
k
u∗k(x)
]
k0=ω k
(2.49)
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in such a manner that the physical Hilbert space Hphys with positive semi-definite metric,
for the MCS massive quanta, is selected out from the Fock space F by means of the
subsidiary condition
B (−)(x) |phys 〉 = 0 ∀ |phys 〉 ∈ Hphys ⊂ F (2.50)
On the other side, it turns out that the physical MCS massive quanta are created out of
the Fock vacuum by the creation part of the quantized physical massive MCS vector field
AνCS(x), with the standard nonvanishing canonical commutation relations[
ck,A , c
†
k′,A′
]
= δAA′ δ(k − k′) A,A′ = L,±
all the other commutators being equal to zero. Notice that the MCS massive 1-particle
states of definite spatial momentum k do exhibit three polarization states, i.e., one linear
longitudinal polarization of real vector ε νL(k) with dispersion relation k
2 = m2 and two
chiral transverse states with complex vectors ε ν±(k±) and dispersion relations (2.33), the
negative chirality states ε ν−(k−) being well defined only for |k| < Λ ⇔ k2− > 0.
3. The Bogolyubov Transformations
The Proca-Stu¨ckelberg vector field and the Maxwell-Chern-Simons massive vector field face
one another at the hyperplane ζ · x = 0. Hence locality of the quantized wave fields does
require equality on the surface separating the classical pseudoscalar background from the
vacuum: namely,
δ(ζ · x) [AµPS(x)−AµCS(x) ] = 0, (3.1)
while the auxiliary unphysical field B(x) is not at all affected by the presence of the
boundary ζ · x = 0. Let us first discuss the case of a spatial Chern-Simons vector ζµ =
(0,− ζx, 0, 0) so that δ(ζ ·x) = ζ−1x δ(x) and set such objects: kˆ = (ω, k2, k3), xˆ = (x0, x2, x3)
: kˆ · xˆ = −ωx0 + k2x2 + k3x3. We can write solution in form:
AµPS(x) =
∫
d3kˆ θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2)
3∑
r=1
[
a kˆ , r u
µ
kˆ , r
(x) + a†
kˆ , r
uµ ∗
kˆ , r
(x)
]
, (3.2)
∂µA
µ
PS(x) = 0
uν
kˆ , r
(x) = [ (2π)3 2k10 ]
−1/2 e νr (kˆ) exp{ i k10x1 + i kˆ · xˆ} ( r = 1, 2, 3 )
k10 =
√
ω2 − k2⊥ −m2 (3.3)
for x1 > 0. where the creation-destruction operators fulfill the canonical commutation
relations
[a kˆ , r , a
†
kˆ′ , s
] = δ(kˆ − kˆ′) δrs (3.4)
all the remaining commutators being equal to zero. The three linear polarization real
vectors do satisfy the orthogonality and closure relations on the mass shell k2 = m2 :
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namely,
kµe
µ
r (kˆ) = 0 − gµν eµr (kˆ) e νs(kˆ) = δ rs
3∑
r=1
eµr (kˆ) e
ν
r (kˆ) = − g µν +
kµkν
m2
(3.5)
And for x1 < 0 we have:
AνCS(x) =
∫
d3kˆ θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2)
∑
A
[
c kˆ,A v
ν
kˆ A
(x) + c †
kˆ,A
v ν∗
kˆ A
(x)
]
(3.6)
A ∈ {L,+,−}
v ν
kˆ A
(x) =
[
(2π)3 2k1A
]− 1
2 ε νA(k) exp{ ik10 x1 + ikˆ · xˆ} (3.7)
where the canonical commutation relations holds true, viz.,[
c kˆ,A , c
†
kˆ′,A′
]
= − gAA′ δ(kˆ − kˆ′) (3.8)
all the other commutators being equal to zero.
So, boundary conditions become∫
d3kˆ θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2)×
×
{∑
A
[
c kˆ,A v
µ
kˆ,A
(xˆ) + c †
kˆ,A
v µ∗
kˆ,A
(xˆ)
]
−
3∑
r=1
[
a kˆ , r u
µ
kˆ,r
(xˆ) + a†
kˆ , r
uµ ∗
kˆ,r
(xˆ)
]}
= 0(3.9)
Now, we suggest
v ν
kˆ,A
(xˆ) =
3∑
s=1
[
αsA(kˆ)u
ν
kˆ,s
(xˆ)− βsA(kˆ)u ν∗kˆ,s(xˆ)
]
(3.10)
On the one hand we can find〈
uµpˆ,r | v νkˆ,A
〉
≡ −i
∫
d3xˆ uµ∗pˆ,r(t, y, z)
←→
∂1 v
ν
kˆ,A
(t, y, z)
= − k1A + k10
2
√
k1Ak10
exp{ix1(k10 − k1A)} δ(kˆ − pˆ) eµr (kˆ) ενA(kˆ) (3.11)
On the other hand we obtain〈
uµpˆ,r |uλkˆ,s
〉
= δ(kˆ − pˆ) eµr (kˆ) eλs (kˆ) (3.12)〈
uµpˆ,r |uλ∗kˆ,s
〉
= 0 (3.13)
and thereby 〈
uµpˆ,r | v νkˆ,A
〉
= δ(kˆ − pˆ)
3∑
s=1
αsA(kˆ) e
ν
s (kˆ) e
µ
r (kˆ) (3.14)〈
uµ∗pˆ,r | v νkˆ,A
〉
= 0 (3.15)
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A comparison yields
− k1A + k10
2
√
k1Ak10
exp{ix1(k10 − k1A)} ενA(kˆ) =
3∑
s=1
αsA(t, kˆ) e
ν
s (kˆ) (3.16)
the solution of which is provided by
αsA(kˆ) = − 12 gµν εµA(kˆ) eνs (kˆ)
k1A + k10√
k1Ak10
exp{ix1(k10 − k1A)} (3.17)
But for our boundary x1 = 0, so exp{ix1(k10 − k1A)} = 1 and we can write
αsA(kˆ) = − 12 gµν εµA(kˆ) eνs (kˆ)
k1A + k10√
k1Ak10
(3.18)
as it can be readily checked by direct substitution.
Let’s evaluate the matrix elements
3∑
s=1
[
αsA(kˆ)α
∗
sB(kˆ)− βsA(kˆ)β∗sB(kˆ)
]
A,B = L,±
First we find
1
2 gµν ε
µ
A(kˆ)
1
2 gικ ε
ι∗
B (kˆ)
3∑
s=1
eνs (kˆ) e
κ
s (kˆ)
= 14 ε
µ
A(kˆ) ε
ι∗
B (kˆ)
(
− gιµ + kιkµ
m2
)
= − 14 gιµ εµA(kˆ) ε ι∗B (kˆ) = 14 δAB
where use has been made of the transversality condition (2.42), as well as the orthonor-
mality relations (2.19), together with the fact that the covariant linear polarization vectors
have been chosen to be real. Hence we eventually obtain
3∑
s=1
αsA(kˆ)α
∗
sB(kˆ) = δAB
(k1A + k10)
2
4k1Ak10
3∑
s=1
βsA(kˆ)β
∗
sB(kˆ) = δAB
(k1A − k10)2
4k1Ak10
Subtraction of the above expressions yields the customary relation
3∑
s=1
[
αsA(kˆ)α
∗
sB(kˆ)− βsA(kˆ)β∗sB(kˆ)
]
= δAB A,B = L,± (3.19)
and by making quite analogous manipulations one can readily check that the further usual
Bogolyubov relations
3∑
s=1
[
αsA(kˆ)β
∗
sB(kˆ)− βsA(kˆ)α∗sB(kˆ)
]
= 0 A,B = L,± (3.20)
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3∑
s=1
[
αsA(kˆ)βsB(kˆ)− βsB(kˆ)αsA(kˆ)
]
= 0 A,B = L,± (3.21)
Turning back to the boundary condition (3.9) and taking the Bogolyubov transforma-
tion (3.10) into account, we can write the operator equalities
a kˆ, r =
∑
A=±,L
[
α rA(kˆ) c kˆ,A − β∗rA(kˆ) c †kˆ,A
]
(3.22)
c kˆ,A =
3∑
r=1
[
α∗Ar(kˆ)a kˆ, r + β
∗
Ar(kˆ)a
†
kˆ, r
]
(3.23)
From the canonical commutation relations we obtain[
a kˆ, r , a
†
pˆ, s
]
= δ(kˆ − pˆ) δrs
=
∑
A,B=±,L
[
α rA(kˆ) c kˆ,A − β∗rA(kˆ) c †kˆ,A , α
∗
sB(pˆ) c
†
pˆ,B − β sB(pˆ) c pˆ,B
]
=
∑
A=±,L
[
α rA(kˆ)α
∗
sA(pˆ)− β rA(kˆ)β∗sA(pˆ)
]
δ(kˆ − pˆ)
and consequently ∑
A=±,L
[
α rA(kˆ)α
∗
sA(kˆ)− β rA(kˆ)β∗sA(kˆ)
]
= δrs (3.24)
The null commutators
[
a kˆ, r , a pˆ, s
]
=
[
a†
kˆ, r
, a†pˆ, s
]
= 0 lead to the further relations
∑
A=±,L
[
α rA(kˆ)β
∗
sA(kˆ)− β rA(kˆ)α∗sA(kˆ)
]
= 0 (3.25)
∑
A=±,L
[
α rA(kˆ)β sA(kˆ)− β rA(kˆ)α sA(kˆ)
]
= 0 (3.26)
There are two different Fock vacua: namely,
a kˆ, r|0〉 = 0 c kˆ,A | Ω 〉 = 0
whence
c kˆ,A | 0 〉 =
3∑
r=1
β∗Ar(kˆ) a
†
kˆ, r
| 0 〉
and consequently
〈 0 | c †pˆ,B c kˆ,A | 0 〉 =
3∑
r,s=1
〈 0 | a pˆ,s a †kˆ, r | 0 〉βBs(pˆ)β
∗
Ar(kˆ)
= δ(kˆ − pˆ)
3∑
r=1
βBr(kˆ)β
∗
Ar(kˆ) = δ(kˆ − pˆ) δAB
(k1A − k10)2
4k1Ak10
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In turn we evidently obtain
a kˆ, r | Ω 〉 = −
∑
A=L,±
β∗rA(kˆ) c
†
kˆ,A
| Ω 〉 (3.27)
that yields
〈Ω | a †pˆ,s a kˆ,r | Ω 〉 =
∑
A,B=L,±
〈Ω | c pˆ,A c †kˆ, B | Ω 〉βBs(pˆ)β
∗
Ar(kˆ)
= δ(kˆ − pˆ)
∑
A=L,±
βAs(kˆ)β
∗
Ar(kˆ)
Moreover we get
〈 0 | a pˆ,s c kˆ,A | 0 〉 = 〈 0 | a pˆ,s
3∑
r=1
[
α∗Ar(kˆ)a kˆ, r + β
∗
Ar(kˆ)a
†
kˆ, r
]
| 0 〉
=
3∑
r=1
β∗Ar(kˆ) 〈 0 | a pˆ,s a †kˆ, r | 0 〉 = δ(kˆ − pˆ)β
∗
As(kˆ)
〈 0 | a pˆ,s c †kˆ,A | 0 〉 = 〈 0 | a pˆ,s
3∑
r=1
[
αAr(kˆ)a
†
kˆ, r
+ βAr(kˆ)a kˆ, r
]
| 0 〉
=
3∑
r=1
αAr(kˆ) 〈 0 | a pˆ,s a †kˆ, r | 0 〉 = δ(kˆ − pˆ)αAs(kˆ)
The latter quantity αAs(kˆ) can thereof be interpreted as the relative probability amplitude
that a birefringent particle of mass m, frequency ω and wave vector (k1A, k2, k3) and chiral
polarization vector εµA(kˆ) is transmitted from the left face to the right face through the
hyperplane x1 = 0 to become a Proca-Stu¨ckelberg particle with equal mass m, frequency
ω and wave vector (k10, k2, k3), but polarization vector e
µ
s (kˆ). As an effect of this trans-
mission, the first component of wave vector of a birefringent massive particle changes from
k1± to k10, while the longitudinal massive quanta do not change it’s wave vector.
4. CS Electrodynamics for a space-like CS vector
4.1 Classical solutions
Let us consider in more details the case of a spatial Chern-Simons vector ζµ = (0,− ζx, 0, 0)
in the Lagrange density (2.4). After eliminating the auxiliary field one obtains the classical
equations (2.7) which in components read,
( +m2)A0 = −ζxθ(−x1)(∂2A3 − ∂3A2)
(+m2)A1 = 0
( +m2)A2 = −ζxθ(−x1)(∂3A0 − ∂0A3)
( +m2)A3 = −ζxθ(−x1)(∂0A2 − ∂2A0)
(4.1)
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Let’s introduce the vectors: kˆ = (ω, k2, k3), xˆ = (x0, x2, x3), and their scalar product
kˆ · xˆ = −ωx0+ k2x2+ k3x3. Using the Fourier transformation in these coordinates one can
solve the equation describing A1 in the entire space,
A1 =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3
θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2) (u˜1→(ω, k2, k3)eik10x1 + u˜1←(ω, k2, k3)e−ik10x1)eikˆxˆ (4.2)
where
k210 = ω
2 −m2 − k2⊥, k2⊥ = k22 + k23 .
Now, let’s examine the remaining components of Aµ. There are two solutions for each
component in the different half-spaces. The first solution describes the vector meson physics
at x1 > 0, the second one is for x1 < 0.
In the case x1 > 0 one employs the solutions of the Maxwell equations without CS term
on the entire axis,

A0 =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3 θ(ω
2 − k2⊥ −m2) (u˜0→(ω, k2, k3)eik10x1 + u˜0←(ω, k2, k3)e−ik10x1)eikˆxˆ
A2 =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3 θ(ω
2 − k2⊥ −m2) (u˜2→(ω, k2, k3)eik10x1 + u˜2←(ω, k2, k3)e−ik10x1)eikˆxˆ
A3 =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3
θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2) (u˜3→(ω, k2, k3)eik10x1 + u˜3←(ω, k2, k3)e−ik10x1)eikˆxˆ
(4.3)
To solve Eqs. (4.1) in the second case, we perform the Fourier transformation in x1 as well
on the entire axis,

(−ω2 + k2 +m2)A˜0 = −iζx(k3A˜2 − k2A˜3)
(−ω2 + k2 +m2)A˜2 = −iζx(k3A˜0 + ωA˜3)
(−ω2 + k2 +m2)A˜3 = iζx(ωA˜2 + k2A˜0)
(4.4)
This system leads to,
A˜ν =
∑
A
[v˜νA→(k2, k3, ω)δ(k1 − k1A) + v˜νA←(k2, k3, ω)δ(k1 + k1A)] (4.5)
Herein the first index of v˜ denotes the corresponding component of Aν , ν = 0, 2, 3, the
second index A stays for different mass-shell k1 for polarizations L,+,− and the arrows
→, ← indicate the direction of particle propagation. The dispersion laws for different
polarizations read,

k1L = k10 =
√
ω2 −m2 − k2⊥
k1+ =
√
ω2 −m2 − k2⊥ + ζx
√
ω2 − k2⊥
k1− =
√
ω2 −m2 − k2⊥ − ζx
√
ω2 − k2⊥
(4.6)
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As well there are following relations between v,
v˜2+⇆ =
k2k3−iω
√
ω2−k2
⊥
ω2−k22
v˜3+⇆
v˜2−⇆ =
k2k3+iω
√
ω2−k2
⊥
ω2−k22
v˜3−⇆
v˜0+⇆ = − i(k3v˜2+⇆−k2v˜3+⇆)√
ω2−k2
⊥
v˜0−⇆ =
i(k3v˜2−⇆−k2v˜3−⇆)√
ω2−k2
⊥
v˜2L⇆ =
k2
k3
v˜3L⇆
v˜0L⇆ = − ωk3 v˜3L⇆
(4.7)
Now we have the solutions in both parts of the space, and we have to match them on the
boundary. For this purpose, let’s take the system (4.4) and perform Fourier transformation,
using x0, x2, x3.
(−ω2 +m2 + k2⊥)A˜0 − ∂21A˜0 = iζxθ(−x1)(k2A˜3 − k3A˜2)
(−ω2 +m2 + k2⊥)A˜2 − ∂21A˜2 = −iζxθ(−x1)(k3A˜0 + ωA˜3)
(−ω2 +m2 + k2⊥)A˜3 − ∂21A˜3 = iζxθ(−x1)(ωA˜2 + k2A˜0)
(4.8)
This system is valid in all the space. To solve it we have to integrate over x1 in a small
vicinity of the boundary, from −ε to ε and compare the coefficients of the exponentials
in the left and right sides of the equations. The solutions(ν = 0, 2, 3) have the following
general form,
A˜ν =

u˜ν→(ω, k2, k3)e
ik10x1 + u˜ν←(ω, k2, k3)e
−ik10x1 , x1 > 0∑
A
[
v˜νA→(ω, k2, k3)e
ik1Ax1 + v˜νA←(ω, k2, k3)e
−ik1Ax1
]
, x1 < 0
(4.9)
After careful integration of the boundary vicinity performed in Appendix A we get addi-
tional relations from boundary conditions:
−k210(− u˜0→−u˜0←ik10 +
∑
A
v˜0A→−v˜0A←
ik1A
) = iζx(k2
∑
A
v˜3A→−v˜3A←
ik1A
− k3
∑
A
v˜2A→−v˜2A←
ik1A
)
−k210(− u˜2→−u˜2←ik10 +
∑
A
v˜2A→−v˜2A←
ik1A
) = −iζx(k3
∑
A
v˜0A→−v˜0A←
ik1A
+ ω
∑
A
v˜3A→−v˜3A←
ik1A
)
−k210(− u˜3→−u˜3←ik10 +
∑
A
v˜3A→−v˜3A←
ik1A
) = iζx(ω
∑
A
v˜2A→−v˜2A←
ik1A
+ k2
∑
A
v˜0A→−v˜0A←
ik1A
)
(4.10)
The contributions to amplitude in the right half-space (uµ) from the different dispersion
laws in the left half-space are independent: uµ = u
(L)
µ + u
(+)
µ + u
(−)
µ .
If A = L:
−k210(− u˜
(L)
0→−u˜
(L)
0←
ik10
+ v˜0L→−v˜0L←ik10 ) = iζx(k2
v˜3L→−v˜3L←
ik10
− k3 v˜2L→−v˜2L←ik10 )
−k210(− u˜
(L)
2→−u˜
(L)
2←
ik10
+ v˜2L→−v˜2L←ik10 ) = −iζx(k3
v˜0L→−v˜0L←
ik10
+ ω v˜3L→−v˜3L←ik10 )
−k210(− u˜
(L)
3→−u˜
(L)
3←
ik10
+ v˜3L→−v˜3L←ik10 ) = iζx(ω
v˜2L→−v˜2L←
ik10
+ k2
v˜0L→−v˜0L←
ik10
)
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It is easy to see that the right parts in this system are equal to zero (from (4.7)), so we get
u˜(L)ν→ − u˜(L)ν← = v˜νL→ − v˜νL← (4.11)
If A = +:
−k210(− u˜
(+)
0→−u˜
(+)
0←
ik10
+ v˜0+→−v˜0+←ik1+ ) = iζx(k2
v˜3+→−v˜3+←
ik1+
− k3 v˜2+→−v˜2+←ik1+ )
−k210(− u˜
(+)
2→−u˜
(+)
2←
ik10
+ v˜2+→−v˜2+←ik1+ ) = −iζx(k3
v˜0+→−v˜0+←
ik1+
+ ω v˜3+→−v˜3+←ik1+ )
−k210(− u˜
(+)
3→−u˜
(+)
3←
ik10
+ v˜3+→−v˜3+←ik1+ ) = iζx(ω
v˜2+→−v˜2+←
ik1+
+ k2
v˜0+→−v˜0+←
ik1+
)
using the relations between v+ (4.7):
−k210(− u˜
(+)
0→−u˜
(+)
0←
ik10
+ v˜0+→−v˜0+←ik1+ ) = (v˜0+→ − v˜0+←)
ζx
√
ω2+k2
⊥
ik1+
−k210(− u˜
(+)
2→−u˜
(+)
2←
ik10
+ v˜2+→−v˜2+←ik1+ ) = (v˜2+→ − v˜2+←)
ζx
√
ω2+k2
⊥
ik1+
−k210(− u˜
(+)
3→−u˜
(+)
3←
ik10
+ v˜3+→−v˜3+←ik1+ ) = (v˜3+→ − v˜3+←)
ζx
√
ω2+k2
⊥
ik1+
and for A = + we get:
u˜(+)ν→ − u˜(+)ν← =
(v˜ν+→ − v˜ν+←)k1+
k10
(4.12)
Finally, if A = − using the same method we obtain:
u˜(−)ν→ − u˜(−)ν← =
(v˜ν−→ − v˜ν−←)k1−
k10
(4.13)
Thus we have found the following matching conditions,
u˜
(L)
ν→ − u˜(L)ν← = v˜νL→ − v˜νL←
u˜
(+)
ν→ − u˜(+)ν← = (v˜ν+→−v˜ν+←)k1+k10
u˜
(−)
ν→ − u˜(−)ν← = (v˜ν−→−v˜ν−←)k1−k10
(4.14)
In addition, all contributions of A are continuous.
u˜
(L)
ν→ + u˜
(L)
ν← = v˜νL→ + v˜νL←
u˜
(+)
ν→ + u˜
(+)
ν← = v˜ν+→ + v˜ν+←
u˜
(−)
ν→ + u˜
(−)
ν← = v˜ν−→ + v˜ν−←
(4.15)
From these sets of equations we obtain the relations between u and v. All of them can be
written in such a form,
u˜(A)ν→ =
1
2
(v˜νA→(
k1A + k10
k10
)− v˜νA←(k1A − k10
k10
)) (4.16)
u˜(A)ν← =
1
2
(−v˜νA→(k1A − k10
k10
) + v˜νA←(
k1A + k10
k10
)) (4.17)
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4.2 Comparison of different representations
Let’s compare our classical solutions for a space-like CS vector with the solutions obtained
by quantization formalism for the Bogolyubov transformation in Sec. 3. They must be the
same, consequently we have,
u˜ν→
(2π)3
=
3∑
r=1
[ (2π)3 2k10 ]
−1/2 akˆ,re
ν
r (kˆ) (4.18)
v˜νA→
(2π)3
= [ (2π)3 2k1A ]
−1/2 ckˆ,Aε
ν
A(kˆ) (4.19)
v˜νA←
(2π)3
= [ (2π)3 2k1A ]
−1/2 c
†
kˆ,A
ε ν∗A (kˆ) (4.20)
But we know that u˜ν→ =
∑
A u˜
(A)
ν→, so
3∑
r=1
[2k10 ]
−1/2 akˆ,re
ν
r (kˆ) =
=
∑
A
1
2
[2k1A ]
−1/2
[
ckˆ,Aε
ν
A(kˆ) (
k1A + k10
k10
)− c†
kˆ,A
ε ν∗A (kˆ) (
k1A − k10
k10
)
]
(4.21)
Using the fact that − gµν eµr (kˆ) e νs(kˆ) = δ rs,
akˆ,r =
∑
A
1
2
[
−ckˆ,A gµν eµr (kˆ) ε νA(kˆ)
k1A + k10√
k10k1A
+ c†
kˆ,A
gµν e
µ
r (kˆ) ε
ν∗
A (kˆ)
k1A − k10√
k10k1A
]
.(4.22)
One can see that the same equation we obtained in Sec. 3 (3.22). Thus, our results are
consistent.
4.3 Escaping
Now we consider the case when the particle enters from the left half-space to the right one,
so we have to take u˜µ← = 0.
u˜(L)ν→ = v˜νL→ − v˜νL← (4.23)
u˜(+)ν→ =
(v˜ν+→ − v˜ν+←)k1+
k10
(4.24)
u˜(−)ν→ =
(v˜ν−→ − v˜ν−←)k1−
k10
(4.25)
ν = 0, 2, 3
u˜(A)ν→ = v˜νA→ + v˜νA← (4.26)
And now we can find which part is reflected:
v˜νL← = 0 (4.27)
v˜ν+← =
k1+ − k10
k1+ + k10
v˜ν+→ (4.28)
v˜ν−← =
k1− − k10
k1− + k10
v˜ν−→ (4.29)
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and which part is passed through:
u˜(L)ν→ = v˜νL→ (4.30)
u˜(+)ν→ =
2k1+
k10 + k1+
v˜ν+→ (4.31)
u˜(−)ν→ =
2k1−
k10 + k1−
v˜ν−→ (4.32)
Finally, we have the solution consisting of:
for x1 > 0
Aµ =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3
θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2) u˜µ→(ω, k2, k3)eik10x1eikˆxˆ (4.33)
and for x1 < 0
A1 =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3 θ(ω
2 − k2⊥ −m2) u˜1→(ω, k2, k3)eik10x1eikˆxˆ
Aν =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3 θ(ω
2 − k2⊥ −m2)
∑
A
[
v˜νA→(ω, k2, k3)e
ik1Ax1 + v˜νA←(ω, k2, k3)e
−ik1Ax1
]
eikˆxˆ ν = 0, 2, 3
(4.34)
There are only four independent coefficients responsible for the amplitude of the incoming
particle.
We can also write our solution in such a form: for x1 < 0
Aν =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3
θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2)
∑
A
[
v˜νA→(ω, k2, k3)e
−ikx + v˜νA←(−ω,−k2,−k3)eikx
]
(4.35)
ν = 0, 2, 3
4.4 Entrance
It is also interesting to look at the case of entering the parity breaking medium. It means
that our particle moves from the left half-space to the right one. Thus we can take v˜µA→ =
0. From eqs. (4.17) one derives,
u˜(A)ν→ =
k10 − k1A
k10 + k1A
u˜(A)ν← (4.36)
v˜νA← =
2k10
k10 + k1A
u˜(A)ν← (4.37)
The solutions are: for x1 > 0,
Aν =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3
θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2)
[
u˜ν←(ω, k2, k3)e
−ik10x1 + u˜ν→(ω, k2, k3)e
ik10x1
]
eikˆxˆ (4.38)
for x1 < 0,
Aν =
∫
d3kˆ
(2π)3
θ(ω2 − k2⊥ −m2)
∑
A
v˜νA←(ω, k2, k3)e
−ik1Ax1eikˆxˆ ν = 0, 2, 3 (4.39)
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The only point we don’t know in this case is the relations between u˜
(+)
ν←, u˜
(−)
ν←, u˜
(L)
ν←. We
can find them using (4.7), (4.36), (4.37) and all incoming amplitudes (u˜ν←). Below are
presented the expressions for all components,
u˜
(L)
0← =
ω2
ω2−k2
⊥
u˜0← +
ωk3
ω2−k2
⊥
u˜3← +
ωk2
ω2−k2
⊥
u˜2←
u˜
(+)
0← = − k
2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜0← − ωk3−ik2
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜3← − ωk2+ik3
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜2←
u˜
(−)
0← = − k
2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜0← − ωk3+ik2
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜3← − ωk2−ik3
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜2←
(4.40)

u˜
(L)
2← = − k
2
2
ω2−k2
⊥
u˜2← − ωk2ω2−k2
⊥
u˜0← − k2k3ω2−k2
⊥
u˜3←
u˜
(+)
2← =
ω2−k23
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜2← +
ωk2−ik3
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜0← +
k2k3−iω
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜3←
u˜
(−)
2← =
ω2−k23
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜2← +
ωk2+ik3
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜0← +
k2k3+iω
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜3←
(4.41)

u˜
(L)
3← = − k
2
3
ω2−k2
⊥
u˜3← − ωk3ω2−k2
⊥
u˜0← − k2k3ω2−k2
⊥
u˜2←
u˜
(+)
3← =
ω2−k22
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜3← +
ωk3+ik2
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜0← +
k2k3+iω
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜2←
u˜
(−)
3← =
ω2−k22
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜3← +
ωk3−ik2
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜0← +
k2k3−iω
√
ω2−k2
⊥
2(ω2−k2
⊥
)
u˜2←
(4.42)
4.5 Green’s function
Let’s build the Green’s function (the propagator) for each polarization separately. We can
say that our equations (4.8) have two linearly independent solutions, for example, one for
the particle moving from the left half-space, and another one for the particle moving from
the right half-space.
ψ
(A)
1 =
[
2k1A
k10 + k1A
θ(x1)e
ik10x1 + θ(−x1)(eik1Ax1 + k1A − k10
k1A + k10
e−ik1Ax1)
]
v˜νA→ (4.43)
ψ
(A)
2 =
[
2k10
k10 + k1A
θ(−x1)e−ik1Ax1 + θ(x1)(e−ik10x1 − k1A − k10
k1A + k10
eik10x1)
]
u˜(A)ν← (4.44)
Using the conventional Sturm-Liouville theory we can determine the Green function after
the Fourier transformation in x0, x2, x3,
G(A)(ω, k2, k3, x1, x
′
1) = −
1
W (ψ
(A)
1 , ψ
(A)
2 )
{
ψ
(A)
2 (x
′
1)ψ
(A)
1 (x1), x1 ≤ x′1
ψ
(A)
1 (x
′
1)ψ
(A)
2 (x1), x1 > x
′
1
(4.45)
The Wronskian is given by,
W (ψ
(A)
1 (x
′
1), ψ
(A)
2 (x
′
1)) = (
4ik10k1A
k10 + k1A
)u˜(A)ν←v˜νA→, (4.46)
Next let’s perform the Fourier transformation in x1, x
′
1.
G˜(A)(ω, k2, k3, k1, k
′
1) =
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
dx1dx
′
1i
k10 + k1A
4k10k1A
×
×(θ(x′1 − x1)ψ(A)2 (x′1)ψ(A)1 (x1) + θ(x1 − x′1)ψ(A)1 (x′1)ψ(A)2 (x1))e−ik1x1e−ik
′
1x
′
1 =
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= (i
k10 + k1A
4k10k1A
){ 2k1A
k10 + k1A
[
1
i
v.p.
1
k′1 + k10
+
1
i
v.p.
1
k1 + k10
] [
1
i(k′1 + k1 − iε)
]
−
−2k1A(k1A − k10)
(k10 + k1A)2
[
1
i
v.p.
1
k′1 − k10
+
1
i
v.p.
1
k1 − k10
] [
1
i(k′1 + k1 − 2k10 − iε)
]
+
+
2k10
k10 + k1A
[
1
i
v.p.
1
k′1 + k1A
+
1
i
v.p.
1
k1 + k1A
] [
i
k′1 + k1 + iε
+
k1A − k10
k1A + k10
(
i
k′1 + k1 + 2k1A + iε
)
]
+
+
2k1A
k10 + k1A
[
πδ(k′1 + k10)−
k1A − k10
k1A + k10
πδ(k′1 − k10)
] [
1
i(k1 − k10 − iε)
]
+
+
2k1A
k10 + k1A
[
πδ(k1 + k10)− k1A − k10
k1A + k10
πδ(k1 − k10)
] [
1
i(k′1 − k10 − iε)
]
+
+
[
1
i(k′1 + k10 − iε)
− k1A − k10
k1A + k10
(
1
i(k′1 − k10 − iε)
)− 2k10
k1A + k10
1
i
v.p.
1
k′1 + k1A
]
×
×
[
i
k1 − k1A + iε +
k1A − k10
k1A + k10
(
i
k1 + k1A + iε
)
]
+
+
[
1
i(k1 + k10 − iε) −
k1A − k10
k1A + k10
(
1
i(k1 − k10 − iε) )−
2k10
k1A + k10
1
i
v.p.
1
k1 + k1A
]
×
×
[
i
k′1 − k1A + iε
+
k1A − k10
k1A + k10
(
i
k′1 + k1A + iε
)
]
} (4.47)
5. Conclusions and outlook
For massive photons and vector mesons the physical subspace consists of the three po-
larizations A = ±, L, but the chiral transverse states with complex polarization vectors
ε ν±(k±) propagate as massive states with effective masses dependent on the wave vector
k±. If we take the photon mass mγ = 0 one of helicity states becomes superluminal for all
values of the momenta and produces a sort of Cherenkov radiation [75], gradually splitting
into three photons with negative polarizations (see [76, 77] for similar arguments for space-
like background vectors). We have to stress that, kinematically, the high-energy photon
with positive polarization can also undergo splitting into the negative polarization photons.
Both splittings are kinematically allowed as it can be easily read out from the inequality
for the forward decay (we neglect here the photon mass),
ω±(k) =
√
k2 ± ζ|k| > 3ω−(k
3
). (5.1)
Thus if the phenomenon of positron (dilepton) excess is accounted for by the instability of
photons in a pseudoscalar background an accompanying effect might be the suppression of
high-energy γ rays from the same region, depending on the value of the effective photon
mass, bearing in mind that this process is anyway a one-loop effect. In addition, there
is the possibility of “radiative” LIV decays e− → e−γ; the momentum threshold being
|k1| > 4m2e/ζx. This effect will change the energy spectrum of the e+e− pair produced
in LIV γ → e+e− decays, but it is suppressed by a power of α and the cross-section
must be proportional to ζx too [51, 53, 54]. In spite of that axion density in galaxies is
very low there might be the regions of relatively dense axion localization (”axion stars”
– 21 –
[49]) and to detect them one has to know how in-medium photons and leptons leave those
regions. Thus boundary effects are crucial for their discovery. The influence of a boundary
between parity-odd medium and vacuum on the decay width of photons and vector mesons
represents also a very interesting problem for calculation of realistic yield of dileptons
produced by ρ, ω mesons in central heavy-ion collisions when local parity breaking occurs
[62]. Thus it certainly deserves to be a subject of further investigation, in particular, of
quantization for time-like CS vector, of transmission and reflection of unstable photons
and vector bosons against a boundary and their relative dependence on energies, at last,
of peculiarities of angular dependence allowing to detect their emission from axion clouds
or fireballs.
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Appendix A
Let’s integrate eq.(4.9) from −ε to ε taking into account following relations:∫ ε
−ε
dx1A˜ν =
∫ 0
−ε
dx1A˜ν +
∫ ε
0
dx1A˜ν
∫ ε
−ε
dx1θ(−x1)A˜ν =
∫ 0
−ε
dx1A˜ν
∫ ε
0
dx1A˜ν =
−1
ik10
(u˜ν→ − u˜ν←) + u˜ν→e
ik10ε
ik10
+
u˜ν←e
−ik10ε
−ik10∫ 0
−ε
dx1A˜ν =
∑
A
[
1
ik10
(v˜νA→ − v˜νA←)− v˜νA→e
−ik10ε
ik10
− v˜νA←e
ik10ε
ik10
]
∫ ε
−ε
dx1∂
2
1A˜ν = ∂1A˜ν |ε−ε =
= ik10u˜ν→e
ik10ε − ik10u˜ν←e−ik10ε −
∑
A
[ik1Av˜νA→e
−ik1Aε − ik1Av˜νA←eik1Aε],
and consider separately terms containing eik1Aε.
Take now the first equation from the system (4.8) and prove the next equality:
(−ω2 +m2 + k2⊥) v˜0A←ik1A eik1Aε − ik1Av˜0A←eik1Aε = iζx(k2
v˜2A←
ik1A
eik1Aε − k3 v˜3A←ik1A eik1Aε) .
To prove it, we multiply this equality by ik1A:
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(k21A + (ω
2 +m2 + k2⊥))v˜0A← = iζx(k2v˜2A← − k3v˜3A←)
Finally using expression for k1A we get:
ǫA
√
ω2 − k2⊥v˜0A← = i(k2v˜2A← − k3v˜3A←),
where ǫA =

1, A = +
−1, A = −
0, A = L
and it coincides with relations (4.7). Similarly, one can check vanishing of terms with
e−ik1Aε and e±ik10ε.
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